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Wellness Tips
10 Ways to Detox Your Diet
As the saying goes, “You are what you eat.” And, what
you eat can be detrimental to your health. Cleaning up
your diet will go a long way toward helping you feel
better.
Reduce your exposure to unwanted ingredients by
following these ten tips to detoxify your diet:
1. Reduce animal fats. Animal products can contain
synthetic hormones, antibiotics and pesticides, which
concentrate in animal fat. When you buy red meat,
poultry or dairy products, search for low fat options.
Better yet, get the unsaturated fats your body needs from
plant sources such as walnuts and avocados. Trim all
fats and skins and avoid frying, which will lock in the
contaminants.
2. Select safer seafood. Eating seafood is the
primary way we are exposed to methyl mercury, a potent
neurotoxin. Fish can also be contaminated with PCBs,
which the International Agency for Research on Cancer
and the Environmental Protection Agency have declared
a probable carcinogen.
3. Eat organic foods. You can lower your pesticide
exposure by 90% by avoiding the most contaminated
conventionally grown produce: peaches, apples, sweet
bell peppers, celery, nectarines, strawberries, cherries,
lettuce, imported grapes, carrots, and pears. Opt for
organic.

5. Ban the can. Canned foods and beverages are
lined with a resin that contains bisphenol-A, a hormonedisrupting chemical that’s building up in our environment
and our bodies. Choose foods that are fresh, dried or
frozen or packaged in glass jars.
6. Bulk up. Bulk foods are often less processed so you
reduce your exposure to questionable food additives.
7. Cook your food safely. Grilling creates smoke
laden with PAHs, which end up on the surface of your
food. When meat, chicken and fish are cooked at high
temperatures for a long time, it creates carcinogenic
heterocyclic amines, or HCAs.
8. Read a food label. You can learn which food
additives are safe and which are not by visiting The
Center for Science in the Public Interest’s food safety
guide, but it’s even easier to simply choose whole foods,
which are not processed, so they have all their natural
nutritional gifts.
9. Drink water. Sodas, sports drinks, energy boosters,
and juices are loaded with sweeteners and artificial
flavors and colors. And, they’re bottled in plastic, which
can leach additional chemicals into the drink. Hydrate
your body with water.
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4. Wash your produce. Wash all fruits and
vegetables well to remove surface chemicals. You should
even wash foods with inedible peels, such as bananas
and oranges.

10. Eat at home. When you eat at a restaurant or get
take-out, you have little control over what you’re getting.
Save money and protect your health by making food at
home. When you do go out, make healthier choices.

Ten Super Foods for Better
Health
1) Sweet Potatoes
Sweet potatoes are loaded with carotenoids, vitamin
C, potassium, and fiber. Bake and then mix in some
unsweetened applesauce or crushed pineapple for
extra moisture and sweetness.
2) Grape Tomatoes
They’re sweeter and firmer than other tomatoes, and
their bite-size shape makes them perfect for snacking,
dipping, or salads. They’re packed with vitamin C
and vitamin A, and you also get some fiber, some
phytochemicals, and great flavor.
3) Fat-Free or One Percent Milk
An excellent source of calcium, vitamins, and protein
with little or no artery-clogging fat and cholesterol. Soy
milk can be just as nutritious if fortified.
4) Broccoli

7) Brown “Minute” Rice
Quick-cooking (“minute”) or microwaveable brown rice
is easy to prepare and more nutritious than enriched
white rice. When the grain is refined, you lose much of
the fiber, magnesium, vitamins E and B-6, copper, zinc,
and phytochemicals that are in the whole grain.
8) Citrus Fruit
Citrus fruits are tasty and rich in vitamin C, folic acid,
and fiber. They’re perfect for a snack or dessert.
9) Diced Butternut Squash
Steam a sliced squash or buy sliced butternut squash
that’s ready to go into the oven, a stir-fry, or a soup. It’s
a simple way to get lots of vitamins A and C and fiber.
10) Spinach and Kale
These standout leafy greens are packed with vitamins
A, C, and K, folate, potassium, magnesium, iron, lutein,
and phytochemicals. Serve with a spritz of lemon juice
or vinegar.

Broccoli has lots of vitamin C, carotenoids, and folic
acid. Steam it just enough so that it’s still firm and add
a sprinkle of red pepper flakes and a spritz of lemon
juice.
5) Salmon
The omega-3 fats in fatty fish like salmon can help
reduce the risk of sudden-death heart attacks. And wildcaught salmon has less PCB contaminants than farmed
salmon.
6) Crisp Breads
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Whole-grain rye crackers, like Wasa, Ry Krisp, and
Ryvita—usually called crispbreads—are loaded with
fiber and are often fat-free.

Tips for Exercise Success
Whether it is a structured exercise program or just part
of your daily routine, all exercise is good for a healthy
heart.
Here are some tips for exercise success:
•

If you’ve been sedentary for a long time, are
overweight, have a high risk of coronary heart
disease or some other chronic health problem,
visit your doctor for a medical evaluation before
beginning a physical activity program.

•

Begin slowly and don’t overdo it. You can slowly
increase the duration and intensity of your activities
as you become more fit. Over time, work up to
exercising on most days of the week for 30 to 60
minutes.

•

Exercise will only become a habit if it’s fun.
Choose activities that you enjoy and that are not
exhausting, and add variety. If you like being with
a group of people, try a team sport like basketball
or soccer.

•

Dress comfortably in loose-fitting clothing, and wear
the appropriate footwear. Consider the weather. If
the temperature and humidity are extreme, either
too high or too low, physical exertion may be
dangerous.

•

Find a convenient time and place to do activities.
Try to make it a habit, but be flexible. If you miss
an exercise opportunity, work activity into your day
another way. If you are a morning person, then
plan to exercise in the morning. If you’re a night
owl, exercise in the evening (but not too close to
bedtime).

•

Play music to keep you entertained and motivated
while you exercise.

•

Surround yourself with supportive people. Exercise
with friends or at the gym. Community support can
be motivational.

•

Plan for your next exercise session and commit to
it. For exercise to be effective, it must become a
regular part of your routine.
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Everyday Heart Health Tips
If you’re not convinced about the need to develop an
exercise program for your life, you can at least try
following some of these tips in your everyday routine.
Take advantage of any opportunity for exercise. Try
some today.
•

Take the stairs instead of an elevator or escalator.

•

Park your car at the far end of the parking lot.

•

If you ride a bus or subway, get off one stop before
your destination, and walk the rest of the way.

•

If you can, spend a few minutes of your lunch break
taking a walk.

•

Household chores, such as vacuuming and
scrubbing the bathroom, are a great chance to
exercise.

•

Mowing the lawn, pulling weeds, and raking
leaves are chores that can be done yourself as a
chance to exercise.

•

A brisk walk with your dog (or a friend’s dog) is
good for both of your hearts. Make it a part of your
daily routine.
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